
REFRESH AND REJUVENATE YOUR BUSINESSES! 
With the 30-day Refresh and Rejuvenate Cleanse program 
Program Health Results create a foundation of proof: 
So far every single person who has been in our trial group (10) has lost 10+ pounds in their 
first 10 days.  And an additional 5, 10 or more in their next 20 days.  We are excited with 
what we’ve got our hands on.  Every one of these 10 have decided to do another 30 day 
round. 

 
The program is easy, very healthy, and establishes healthy habits.  The entire team is 
experiencing more energy, a sense of lightness and freedom.  Their clothes are fitting 
looser, they’re dropping down sizes, their faces look wonderful and they are turning heads 
with their friends.  Cool! Any time someone wants to do a 30-day reset on their life, they 
know they’ve got a great reliable program that gets results. 

 
How to Build on that Foundation to Grow a Strong Business with Momentum: 
Invite someone to do our Program.  They purchase the bundle for $169.99 with free 
shipping.  After the first 10 days they are so excited from their results! 
 
At that point, you’ll encourage them to think of 2, 3, 4, 5+ people who would love to do this 
with them.  They would say to their friends, “I’m loving this!  I’ve had awesome results and 
I’ve decided to create a Lean team. Come do this with me! Let’s be a Lean Team together!  
Want to?”   So now friends are ready to start and purchase their first $169.99 R & R 
bundle.  So the one that introduced them orders a Champion Pack $499 pack – and puts 3 
R & R bundles into it: ($510). 
 
When the pack arrives, they sell 2 or 3 bundles to start their friends @ $169.99 and recoup 
most, or all of their investment. That’s cool! If they have more friends who want to be on 
their Lean Team, they can choose the $999 pack.  They could order 6 bundles ($1020) OR 
4 bundles with 2 GI Pro Balance and 2 Ambrotose ($1008) or 5 Bundles with 1 Ambrotose 
and 1 GI Pro Balance ($1015).  They’d sell each of their friends 1 bundle at cost ($169.99) 
and now they have recouped most or all of their investment. 
 
…As a side note, it is awesome to help a new partner recoup their investment right out of 
the gate.  This rarely happens in Network Marketing (or any business actually.) But it sets 
a fantastic precedent and template for a duplicatable exciting business start.  So the new 
person has a new business and is ready to start earning income and generating a profit. 
Cool! 
 
When the pack arrives, the 2 new friends get started on the program, and guess 
what?...After the next 10 days, they are also crazy excited and now we help these 2+ new 
and excited Lean Teamers think of 2, 3, 4 or 5, who’d love to join them on the R&R 
Cleanse.   And the cycle continues to repeat and grow. 
What happens is we now have a moving program, in fact, a multiplying program.  
Momentum can happen here because we have a simple system, which is an ongoing built-



in forward-moving geometric structure with a 10 day cyclical acceleration.  What can this 
mean?  It can mean the growth of a thriving business with crazy happy successful and 
thinner friends. 
 
Financially, here’s a simple example of what happens:  Cherri finds 2 friends who want to 
do the program.  Cherri orders the $499 pack.  She sells two of the bundles and keeps one 
for her next round or for another friend or she orders some Ambrotose and GI Pro Balance 
instead of the 3rd bundle.  10 days into the program her friends have already thought of 
their friends to do the program with. They each order a Champion Pack.  Cherri now earns 
3 Direct bonuses from the 1,2,3 program ( $75 X 3 = $225) She already sold 2 bundles: 
($340) She’s made her money back.  Lets say Cherri starts 2 additional friends, and in 10 
days they also purchase their Champion packs.  Now Cherri earns 2 new direct bonuses 
(2 X $75 = $150) Plus she earns a Power Bonus of $400 for her 4th Champion enrollment.  
She’s earned $1115 altogether. Her next month’s bundle is on auto-ship making sure she 
is qualified to get paid in the compensation plan.  
 
Something fantastic is happening.  Cherri’s friends are just a teeny step behind her in the 
process and Cherri has a cookin’ business growing with some speed and excitement.  
She’ll become a Regional Director in her first Business Period (BP). When her friends do 
the same and achieve Regional, she’ll be promoted to National director….etc, etc…Fast 
growth.  They could all be National, or even almost at or actually achieving Executive in 
their 3rd Business Period and earning really nicely and on their way to Presidential.  Very 
Cool!!!!!  
 
At the point that anyone in the Lean Team has achieved their lean goals, we help them 
choose their health support products instead of the weight loss bundle for their qualifying 
order. And they are flying with their rapidly growing businesses.  They have lead by 
example. They are looking and feeling wonderful and are like a happy walking billboard of 
that this weight loss program really works.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ONE-TIME UP FRONT PV FROM $499 PACK              MONTHLY AUTOSHIP VOLUME 
Themselves    =  1 X $400 Pack Volume 1 +/= X $100 to $170 Vol 
With 2 friends =  2 $800 2 2 $200 to $340 
With 2 friends =  4 $2,400 4 6 $600 to $1,020 
With 2 friends =  8 $3,200 8 14 $1,400 to $2,380 
With 2 friends = 16 $6,400 16 30 $3,000 to $5,100 
With 2 friends = 32 $12,800 32 62 $6,200 to $10,540 
 

Themselves    =  1 Total Friends 
With 2 friends =  2 = 2 friends 
With 2 friends =  4 = 6 friends 
With 2 friends =  8 = 14 friends 
With 2 friends = 16 = 30 friends 
With 2 friends = 32 = 62 Total friends 



Let’s help Everyone Bring on 4 Partners/ Champions so they Earn the Power Bonus! 
2 new Partners  1,2,3 Direct Bonus  $75 + $75 + $75 = $225  
2 more Partners Direct Bonus     $75 + $75           = $150 
4 New Partners w/in 3 full BPs  -> Power Bonus         = $400 
Qualifying as Regional  approximately         =$100+ 
Selling 2 bundles from their Champion Packs (X $170)=$340 
        $1215 from their investment!!! 

THE SAME ABOVE MODEL WITH 4 FRIENDS INSTEAD OF 2: 

ONE-TIME UP FRONT PV FROM $499 PACK              MONTHLY AUTOSHIP VOLUME 
Themselves    =  1 X $400 Pack Volume 1 +/= X $100 to $170 Vol 
With 4 friends =   4 $1,600 4 4 $400 to $680 
With 4 friends =  16 $6,400 16 20 $2,000 to $3,400 
With 4 friends =  64 $25,600 64 84 $8,400 to $14,260 
With 4 friends = 256 $102,400 256 340 $34,000 to $57,800 
With 4 friends =1024 $409,600 1024 1364 $136,400 to $231,880 
 
Also 20 People purchasing a Champion Pack….that’s $8,000 or $16,000 volume 
depending on the $499 or the $999 pack 
 
40 People purchasing a Champion Pack….that’s $16,000 or $32,000 volume…. 
 
Will it happen just this way?  Not exactly….but it is possible…and rapid growth is probable 
if this is what people are shown and how we operate….Who knows what could be created 
with focus, fun, vision and effective action?!!!    It’s an etcetera, etc….etc….kind of plan.  It 
keeps on propelling the next step forward!!! 
 
MONTHLY RESIDUAL VOLUME FROM ONGOING MONTHLY AUTOSHIP ORDERS 
What if you Started: 10 People @ $170 20 People @ $170 30 People @ $170 

AutoShip Volume $1,700 $3,400 $5,100 
With X  2 friends $3,400 $6,800 $10,200 
With X  3 friends $5,100 $10,200 $15,300 
With X  4 friends $6,800 $13,600 $20,400 
With X  5 friends $8,500 $17,000 $25,500 
 
Here’s where some leaders will go create wild success.  This could happen: 

What if you Started: 10 People @ $400 20 People @ $400 30 People @ $400 
1 time Pack volume $4,000 $8,000 $12,000 
With X 2 friends $8,000 $16,000 $24,000 
With X 3 friends $12,000 $24,000 $36,000 
With X 4 friends $16,000 $32,000 $48,000 
With X 5 friends $20,000 $40,000 $60,000 
 
What a way to start!!!!!   Find Yourselves some “Sparklers!” 


